
Entrack has supplied undercarriage parts to the markets in Northern 
Europe for over 40 years. With a long experience as partner to the 
main global manufacturers of undercarriage, we understand the 
importance of good quality and have chosen long-term partners that 
meet our high demands.

SWEDEN
 
Entrack AB
Saldovägen 11A
175 62 Järfälla
+46-8-366970
stockholm@entrack.se
 
Entrack AB
Rådalsvägen 12
653 50 Karlstad
+46-54-534050
karlstad@entrack.se
 
Entrack AB
Lundavägen 29
241 93 Eslöv
+46-413-558882
syd@entrack.se

Entrack AB
Industrivägen 47
433 61 Sävedalen
+46-31-267467
goteborg@entrack.se
 
Entrack AB
Karlsgård 150
840 67 Sörbygden
+46-696-70134
nord@entrack.se
 
Entrack AB
Cementvägen 4
973 45 Luleå
+46-920-250230
lulea@entrack.se
 

FINLAND
 
Entrack Oy Ab
Hyllilänkatu 10
337 30 Tammerfors
+358-40-4185180
+358-40-5731236
myynti@entrack.fi
 
Entrack Oy Ab
Montörvägen 3
676 00 Karleby
+358-400-568797
myynti@entrack.fi
 

POLAND
 
Entrack-Pol Sp.zo.o
Kominiarska 42
511 80 Wroclaw
+48-717400028
biuro@entrack.pl

 
ITALY/EUROPE
 
Entrack Europe S.R.L
Via Farini 3
410 51 Castelnuovo Rangone
+39-059-537816
info@entrackeurope.com



Tracks for excavators have been 
specially developed for the hard 
Scandinavian conditions. Oil-lubricated 
tractor chains are available for most 
common machine brands. The chains 
are available to machines that has a 
weigh up to about 70 tonnes.

Repairlinks and spare parts for track chains.

The production takes place in modern factories with the newest technologies and control tools to achieve the desired quality.

We assemble the track shoes in-house to guarantee the quality. We also move your old shoes to new chains for renovations.

NTP rubber pads are available in three different 
versions; Chain-on which is replacing the steel 
shoe and bolted directly on the chain, Clip-on 
is attached with clips to the existing shoe, and 
Bolt-on which is bolted through pre-drilled holes 
in the shoe.

Rollers for excavators, mini excavators and bulldozers are 
engineered for heavy applications. Rollers are assembled with 
duo cone casted seals at high hardness and oil filled.

Sprockets are available as welding rim and bolt-on for excavators and 
bolted segment for bulldozers. The sprocket surface is heat treated in one 
shot in order to get the same hardness in every tooth.

NTP is the result of many years of development in close cooperation 
with several leading producers of undercarriage parts. We have 
carefully chosen partners where quality, flexibility and short lead-time 
are important parameters. As a result, we have been able to launch 
nearly 1,000 new products in the last few years. NTP covers products 
for most machine brands, currently up to a machine size of about  
50 tons. In this folder, a sample of the products under the brand  
NTP are presented.

Track shoes in various types 
and thicknesses.

NTP rubber tracks are available, both as standard 
and anti-vibration AVT, for machines up to 7-8 

tons for all brands, larger ones can be 
produced on request. The tracks are 

produced with continuous steel 
core and with high quality 

rubber compound to 
achieve a strong and 

reliable product. 


